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In this issue we focus on:
l Brexit
l Pensions at Risk

Brexit
It’s a perfect time to be in town. The motorways are chock-a-block, the airports chaotic and coastal resorts have
morphed into expensive car parks. Even a day out can become an exhausting and costly experience!

So I’m leaving ‘em to it for a couple of weeks and in a brief respite from grandparenting, have taken a bit of time
to mull over initial impressions and the pensions implications of a post-Brexit future.

The shock of the Leave vote, a mortal blow to David Cameron and a deafening verdict on his judgement, brings
new levels of uncertainty to many areas of our constitutional, social and economic future. On the face of it, little
has yet changed. We have a new PM who appears competent and evidently relishes the job; a new Chancellor
who seems well suited to the task and the continuity of a BOE Governor whose very urbaneness quells anxiety.

And yet this vote to leave, so pivotal in all our eyes hasn’t actually settled a thing. We don’t know whether the
economy will founder or blossom; we don’t know whether immigration will diminish or continue unchecked; we
don’t know whether house prices will remain sky high or fall back – and we don’t know whether the City will keep
its place as the economic hub of Western Europe. To cap it all, we don’t even know whether the United Kingdom
will remain united – or break up into separate nations!

Maybe some of these matters will become clearer over the coming months – but for the moment, financial markets
have responded more positively than even the most expert of experts dared predict. The FTSE All-Share is currently
over 6% above its pre-Brexit level, whilst the de facto devaluation of Sterling doesn’t seem to have had any negative
effect upon the government’s ability to borrow or service its debts. In fact for the moment the government’s
borrowing costs have fallen!

A summer calm before the storm? The repercussions of our decision to quit the EU are doubtless heading our
way – but are still out of sight over the horizon. Both theory and past experience tells us that our economic
uncertainties and our projected need to borrow more, should have pushed up Gilt yields – and driven down interim
values. The resulting higher yields (and increased rates of deposit interest) might then have been expected to bear
down on equity valuations and throw markets into reverse. But none of this has happened. After a momentary
blip, equity markets surged ahead and 10 year Gilt yields have fallen away to below 1% - a new record low in
modern times.

So what went wrong with the theory? Quite simply, it didn’t take account of the falling currency. Our weakened
exchange rate, viewed miserably by many who are holidaying abroad, is set to boost the foreign earnings of a lot
of UK based multinational companies – whilst at the same time, improve the expectations of their future
performance. Furthermore, the dire pre-Brexit warnings of many institutions and international companies are being
recanted as they adjust their focus to the new reality. So perhaps, just perhaps, the 17,410,742 voters who voted
us out might be proved right! In any event, whatever the economic outcome for the UK, our independence from
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the EU must surely be preferable to our continued subjection to an unelected, undemocratic, bureaucratically
insatiable monster that the European Union seems to have become. At what cost, will become more evident in
the future.

Our departure from the EU must also have wider implications and seems bound to disrupt the status quo
elsewhere. It may fuel the demand for referenda across Europe and could perhaps bring about real change to the
EU itself. Looking further ahead, it seems unlikely that EU constitutional reform will lead to the demise of the euro
– but a retrenchment of the euro to the countries of Northern Europe? Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece and Cyprus
would love that!

Pensions at risk
In the first section I spoke of falling Gilt yields and rock bottom interest rates. The BOE’s decision to cut Base Rate
to 0.25% seems to tell us that higher yields are a very long way off – leaving us with difficult choices in the perennial
search for the right risk/return balance for trustee monies.

Ultra-low interest rates are pure poison for the annuity market. The combination of ‘pension freedom’ and pitifully
low annuity rates has almost eliminated pension annuities from most people’s retirement income plans. A
guaranteed, inflation linked annuity of less than 3% of the purchase price monies for a 65 year old, is indeed a
dismal return upon pension savings and a serious disincentive to the commitment of a pension pot to a guaranteed
lifetime income. Equities and property both seem to hold more attractive prospects than deposits and gilts.

Have pity then for the trustees of the country’s 6,000 remaining defined benefit pension schemes. The cost of
funding their future liabilities just keeps going up. At the last count these liabilities exceeded scheme assets by a
cool £300 billion. And that was before BHS! There’s no easy way out. In fact there’s barely any way out – even if
interest rates were to return to any kind of normality, the consequent fall in the capital value of gilts and bonds
would simply add to scheme deficits.

Pensions Regulator to the rescue? Well no, because the Regulator has no funds of his own – neither does he have
access to funds from central Government. The only funds at the Regulator’s disposal have to be squeezed from
guess where... those defined benefit schemes that are already so underfunded!

Something has to change. Either the method of calculation of scheme deficits has to be redefined (and trustee
investment parameters expanded) or central government must pick up the tab. Failure to do either risks a great
many more BHS experiences. 

Now where is that gin and tonic...

Geoffrey Stait
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